


Everything in the universe created by God is 
based on the integration of male and female or 
negative and positive, including water and man 



Non-attachment to the family makes the person 

emotionally unstable and internally unstable, 

making him less capable of innovation and 

creativity  





Intermarriage in Muslim societies increases ties between families and 

 strengthens them while marriage in non-Muslim communities does not  

strengthen family relations because the relationship is limited to individual men and  

women only.  



Real urbanization can happen by following the 

guidance of the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon 

him)  

Modernism doesn’t mean one stop the continuity of 

life. Marriage sustains life and helps in generating 

human resource which in turn helps man during wars 

and natural disasters  



In marriage, men and women bear responsibilities that they have not previously 

experienced, and mature their horizons for a future they have never seen before, leading to 

mature thinking.  

* The married life is based on the 

 responsibility towards the family, 

 while the unmarried one doesn’t 

own any responsibility.  

* Married person completes one 

half of his religion while the 

unmarried doesn’t.  





Leads to the lack of continuity of children between the spouses because of the social 

difference and the absence of religion and piety between spouses  



Spreading people's awareness of this violation of 

Islamic law, and that the Prophet peace be upon him 

stipulated the consent of the fiancee to be necessary 

for a valid marriage contract.  





This leads to many evils including deceiving the wife 

 and violation of her rights and the spread of many of the 

 evils in society if girls get married by themselves without the consent  

or presence of a waliy. Like, exploitation by selfish individuals or organised gang. 



1 - Loss of the right of the wife in the event of disputes, there will be no one to attest their rights. 

 

 2 – It will lead to the falsification of contracts or even deny them the right to peaceful living  

3 It will raise eye-brows in society which regard to the lawful nature of intimate relationship 





They will not get Islamic family back ground 

She will be under the influence of alien culture and faith 

Peace cannot exist in a society which has two religions  under one 
shelter.  



Modern man wants to take life easy even in serious matters such as Marriage. The motive behind these  

contracts is temporary enjoyment without Owning any responsibility that arises out of marriage. 

 Some Muslim youth, out of ignorance of Shariah laws, have come under the  

Influence of other cultures and want to adopt some way to fulfill their purpose.  



• * Youth must be educated on Shariah Laws related to Marriage and the responsibilities that arise out of it.  

• * Awareness must be spread  among the Muslim Youth about the dangers arising out of non-Islamic  

• Marriages. 

• * A marriage becomes valid in Islam only when it is solemnized with the legal rulings of the Shariah.  
•   











Rights have nothing to do with education. The Prophet honoured women by way of respecting  

the spouse and valuing her opinions. This principle of extending honour to one’s spouses led  

to the strengthening of the Rights of the Muslim Women  

 Knowledge of the Shariah Rights of the spouses helps in instilling mutual trust whereas  

Ignorance of the rights of spouses leads to misunderstanding wherein each party considers the 

Other party as having some defects and deficiency.  



building the society  

Immunization of society against evils 

 Achieving chastity and stability 

 Continuation of human  race  
Religion and good character  

Parity (equality) between spouses  

Customary marriage  

Traveller’s Marriage  

Marriage with the intention of divorce 

 Online marriage  

Consent 

 The guardian 

 The Witnesses 

 Debt efficiency  

Rights of the husband 
Rights of the wife 
Common rights 



Community building 

 –community fortification 

 – offspring 

 - the attainment of human dignity  

Religion and good character  

- equality between spouses  

In order to preserve the rights and fear of deception on the wife and 
in compliance with the order of the Messenger of Allah 

• Right to legitimate parenthood and having offspring      * Right to inherit from each other  

• * Right to live happily with each other  * Right to women’s safety, maintenance and sustenance.    




